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The article contains the results of elaboration of 
three-dimensional mathematical competence model. 
The author of the article provides that the suggested 
model represents the real university students’ math-
ematical competence development level and its sepa-
rate components, providing various factors influence 
studying on process of mathematical competence 
formation. The model is easily realized in education-
al process. The model can surely be used in practice. 

To the opinion of modern pedagogical research-
ers, mathematical competence is students’ personal 
integrative characteristic, including mathematical 
base for studying biological and medical subjects and 
also students’ ability to use the mathematical knowl-
edge for solving the professional practical tasks and 
theoretical problems [1, 2]. mathematical competence 
has the complicated multicomponent structure [3, 4]. 
cognitive, performing, motivational and personal 
mathematical competence components are the base 
of modern mathematical competence model [5]. Each 
of mathematical competence structural components 
demands its own criteria and indicators system [6], 
that rather difficult to realize in practice. In this regard, 
functional components mathematical competence 
model elaboration was defined as our research aim. 

research tasks are: 
● analysis of mathematical competence struc-

tural components;

● elaboration of three-dimensional mathemati-
cal competence model.

medical university clinical psychology stu-
dents’ mathematical competence was chosen as the 
research object. 

materials and methods. The testing of second-
year clinical psychology students was carried out. 
10 second-year clinical psychology faculty students 
were involved into mathematical e-learning testing 
after passing the mathematical course examination. 
The research was held at 11 a.m. in the academic 
auditory. The research duration was about 50 min-
utes. The clinical psychology faculty students per-
formed the testing independently without using any 
electronic devices. The testing was built on the ba-
sis of atmhauer intelligence structure test including 
the scale of mathematical abilities determination 
and a questionnaire “Thinking type”.

To solve mathematical task the examinee is to 
be ready to demonstrate firstly his ability to analysis 
and synthesis, including 

● to allocate various elements in its structure;
● to give them an assessment;
● to systematize;
● to define hierarchy.
secondly, the ability of manipulating abstract 

symbols and concepts is required. hypothesis and 
strategy of solution also have the abstract form for 
examinee. Thirdly, students’ ability to generaliza-
tion is necessary condition of mathematical tasks 
solving.

it’s known, that mathematical task assumes 
specific conditions, and big variety of the same task 
in fact is possible. respectively, the task solving 
strategy always has the generalized character.

Materials of Conferences

Three-dimensional representation of model of mathematical competence
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Thus, the successful mathematical tasks solv-
ing requires three cognitive components possession: 

● readiness and ability to analysis and synthesis; 
● readiness and ability to abstract from insig-

nificant properties and characteristics of objects; 
● readiness and ability to generalization.
The listed components, in our opinion, can be 

considered as the mathematical competence main 
structural components based on cognitive, perform-
ing, motivational and personal mathematical compe-
tence. Taking into consideration these three functional 
components, we can represent the mathematical com-
petence model in three-dimensional space (figure).

The main functional components are used as 
coordinate axes of medical students’ mathemati-
cal competence model: K1, K2 and K3, where K1 – is 
readiness and ability to the analysis and synthesis, 
K2 – readiness and ability to abstract from insig-
nificant properties and characteristics of objects,  
K3 – readiness and ability to generalization.

each functional component has its own con-
tribute into the level of students’ mathematical com-
petence. The received level of students’ mathemati-
cal competence is realized as a point of a sphere 
according to the equation:

  2 2 2 2
1 2 3R K K K= + + .  (1)

external sphere radius Rexternal is calculated ac-
cording to the formula:

 2 2 2
1max 2max 3maxexternalR K K K= + + .  (2)

K1max, K2max and K3max are the maximal possible 
level in each mathematical competence component 
respectively. 

internal sphere radius Rinternal is found from the 
expression: 

 Rinternal = 0,6 Rexternal.  (3) 

Thickness of sphere layer d is determined by 
the formula: 

 d = Rexternal – Rinternal.  (4)

The sphere space between internal and external 
radii points medical school students’ mathemati-
cal competence level corresponding to educational 
standard. The points inside the sphere out of chosen 
area indicate insufficient level of students’ math-
ematical competence.

We consider that the suggested mathematical 
competence model can serve as the additional tool 
of students’ mathematical competence level assess-
ment, supplementing and expanding the criteria and 
indicators systems.
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